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multiple functions for HUMAN systems.
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(defined by values, norms, traditions, ways), 
then resilience is their BIASED “bounce-back”
aspect. THEIR particular WAY of recovery.
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history and not some new, rationally-derived 
knowledge formulated for the ‘New World.” -
Peterson on Jefferson
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within ANY country or society, watch what is 
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◊ Active protection of inertia over innovation is 
due, at least partly, to the realization: “THIS
WORKS.”

◊ The Status Quo protects itself.
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arithmetic methods are especially bad at. Pentland 
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◊ Open system, iterative folding-in & “layering 
the onion” process of pattern synthesizing.
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variables are important. Study whatever 
arises.
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‘calculus’ of error reduction = syncretism.
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harmonies - and can be used to forecast.

◊ USE BOTH iteratively to gain broad and deep 
“Knowledge of the Board.” See Kahneman.
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◊ “There’s models all over the place, and they 

don’t tell the same story…Which means they 
are all basically wrong.” Kyger on “Big Data.”

◊ Excellent forecasters view and endlessly 
synthesize patterns of information, are 
qualitative AND quantitative thinkers, and 
foresee “what can and cannot be.” Berlin
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